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What could the Northumberland 
Coast be like in the year 2030? 
Planning for the impacts of Climate Change 

With sea views over Blyth’s South Coast, the 
Dave Stephenson House was the setting for two 

days of workshops exploring the future of the 
Northumberland Coast by using an approach of 
adapting to climate changed developed through 

the IMCORE project. 
 

Envision Management Ltd 
9 Stephenson House, Horsley Business 
Centre, Horsley, Northumberland NE15 0NY 
01661-854 250/255 
01661-854 361 
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Participants list 

Charlotte Colver Planning Officer Planning Strategy - Strategic Planning & 

Sustainability 

Ian Smith Environmental Protection Officer Public Protection - Environmental Protection 

Ruth Machen Policy Officer Policy Team 

Claire Carey European Marine Site Officer Planning Strategy - Northumberland 

Conservation 

Trevor Violet Green Spaces Manager Neighbourhood Services - NEAT Team (South 

East) 

Mike Jeffreys Countryside Access & Recreation 

Manager 

Highways Operations 

Arthur Cranson Coastal Warden Neighbourhood Services - Street Care Unit 

Terry Garnick Northern Area Manager Neighbourhood Services - NEAT Team (North) 

Julie Dowson Senior Research Officer Corporate Research Unit - Infonet 

Martin Laidler Housing Services Manager - Private 

Sector 

Housing - South East 

Mike Jeffries Lecturer (Geography and Environment) Northumbria University 

Mel Nicholls AONB Officer Planning Strategy - Area of Outstanding Natural 

Beauty 

Eric Carter RIBA Regional Chair RIBA 

Ruth Bendall Highway Asset and Network Manager Strategic Transport 

Maeve Lee IMCORE project officer/NE IMCORE 

project partner 

Durham Heritage Coast/IMCORE 

Jeremy Hills Director/NE IMCORE project partner Envision/IMCORE 

Martin Le Tissier Director/NE IMCORE project partner Envision/IMCORE 

Hester Whyte Communication & project 

management/NE IMCORE project 

partner 

Envision/IMCORE 

Victoria Rutherford Junior Consultant/NE IMCORE project 

partner 

Envision/IMCORE 
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Summary of workshop days 

Two workshops were conducted exploring the use of the IMCORE approach in planning for 
adaptation strategies in relation to Climate Change. The aim of the workshop was to make 
delegates from Northumberland Country Council more aware of the IMCORE process and to 
experience this process through pilot development of a coastal climate change adaptation strategy 
for the Northumberland coast 

Workshop day 1 – Wednesday 13 April 10:00-15:00 

Ruth Machen of the Place Shaping Transformation Group at Northumberland County Council 
welcomed everyone to the workshop and gave a brief history on how these workshops had come 
about. After round table introductions an overview of what the workshops were going to cover was 
provided by Hester Whyte from Envision using a ten stage approach. To set the scene for the 
workshop Maeve Lee from the Durham Heritage Coast gave a short background on the IMCORE 
project and activities in the North East of England as well as going into some detail on climate 
change issues faced with in the North East. Jeremy Hills from Envision then 
took the participants through the first stages of the IMCORE approach.  

The participants were split into two groups and each discussed which 
issues would be sensitive to climate change over the next 20 years and in 
which of the four categories (Economic, Institutional, Environmental or 
Social) these issues fit best. This resulted in a long list of issues including 
coastal squeeze and sharing of knowledge.  

The issues were then plotted onto two axes so it would become clear 
which of the issues were most significant yet most uncertain – as this is what we wanted to be focus 
on. The fact that most of the environmental issues were plotted under highly significant and highly 
certain confirmed previous findings when using the IMCORE process, that in general most 
environmental issues are already accounted for in many existing strategies. This exercise however 
was to point out that in the development of strategies it is important to incorporate those issues 
that are likely to be affected but are very uncertain as planning for uncertainty isn’t currently in the 
focus of a majority of strategic planning. 

After a break and some lunch we then continued on to extract the main 
themes which we should be planning for. Two new axes were based on 
the most significant and most uncertain issues which best describe 
possible future scenarios. Each of the four quadrants of these emergent 
axes represented a possible future scenario and collectively the group 
tried to find a fitting description for each of the scenarios. Often using 
some sort of description of a well-known common theme is a good way of 
describing what each quadrant represents. In our case we started with 
using television series or films e.g. The Good Life, Lord of the Flies. We 

ended up with four descriptions each representing one of the four quadrants and illustrating the 
meaning of the four different possible future scenarios. This brought the first workshop day to a 
close. 

Workshop day 2 – Friday 15 April – 09:30-13:00 

Because there were several new faces we started day two of with a round table introduction as well 

and Ruth welcomed everyone. An overview of day two was provided by Hester and then Jeremy 

went through a summary of day one’s outputs to re-cap for those that were present on day one and 

to explain the process thus far to the new participants. As this was only half a day we had quite a lot 

to get through and we just briefly stopped for coffee for Martin Le Tissier from Envision to then take 

Very interested in 

exploring the use of 

tools as focus for 

strategic coast 

management group. 

Has increased my 

understanding of 

IMCORE and the 

social dimensions 

of climate change 
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the participants through the next 5 stages of the IMCORE process towards getting to an Adaptation 

Strategy. 

The first thing that needed to be done as a group was decide on which of the four scenarios that had 

emerged on day one we most inclined to choose as a preferred future scenario. Explaining to 

participants it was also possible to use elements of two or more of the scenarios to create one 

hybrid or a ‘fifth’ scenario. 

Once a preferred scenario was selected, The Good Life being the preferred choice, the group was 

split in two and each group was asked to come up with a number of statements using a so-called 

PESTLE analysis (Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal and Environmental). Group one had 

to come up with statements for the Political, Economic and Social and the second group for 

Technical, Legal and Environmental elements. As time was limited it was decided that just one 

statement per PESTLE element was required but it was a good exercise to make participants think of 

things outside of their usual field of expertise. After some discussion all 

statements were produced. 

The next stage was ‘backcasting’ – thinking of what action would be 

needed now to achieve the statement that was made for the future. It was 

found quite challenging to think in this way. The norm is to think of what 

you want in the future and then plan for it from now, however backcasting 

requires starting with what should be achieved in the future and then 

thinking sequentially back to what is required now; this turned out to be 

an interesting way of approaching strategic planning for the delegates.  

The next two stages were all to do with the level of control you have on outcomes of plans and then 

trying to see how they could fit into already existing planning strategies. 

The day finished with some discussion on the IMCORE process and it’s usefulness with all 

participants asked to fill in a questionnaire, results from which will be used to report back to the 

clear other IMCORE partners and will contribute to fine-tuning the process and making it as user 

friendly, useful and effective as possible for local authorities and coastal planners. Ruth Machen was 

thanked for helping getting the participants together and let participants 

know if they would require any additional information Envision would be 

more than happy to provide this.  

The overall feeling of the workshops was positive and it was agreed to be of 

mutual benefit to the participants as well as the organisers.  

Please keep an eye out on the IMCORE website www.imcore.eu to find out about the launch of the 

outputs website that is currently being developed – coastaladaptation.eu. This will also include an e-

learning course of the IMCORE process. The launch is scheduled for October of this year. 

LinkedIn.com: those of you interested a LinkedIn group has been established through the IMCORE 

project and to join please follow this link:  

Coastal Adaptation - planning to adapt to coastal climate change   
If you are currently not on LinkedIn you can just sign up at LinkedIn.com and search for this group and join it. 

Thanks again to Ruth Machen for helping organise and to all participants for taking part in these 

workshops – your opinion is much appreciated and please feel free to send any additional feedback 

you may have. 

Made me more 

aware of the 

planning already 

taking place and the 

need for more in the 

future. 

Good scope 

and very 

interested in 

the approach. 

http://www.imcore.eu/
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?home=&gid=3661405&trk=anet_ug_hm


STAGE 1- IDENTIFYING ISSUES 

 

What are the issues associated with climate 

change?  

STAGE 2 - STRUCTURING THE ISSUES  

 

In  which category do the identified issues fit 

best? Or do they fit in more that one category? 

 

STAGE 3 - PLOTTING THE ISSUES 

  

What is the level of certainty and signifi-

cance of each issue?  

STAGE 4 - WHAT TO PLAN FOR 

 

If you have a good idea of what is to going to 

happen you can prepare for this and plan ac-

cordingly, but how do you prepare for the 

unknown? 

  

STAGE 5 - WHAT COULD HAPPEN 

Looking at the quadrant with the most sig-

nificant and most uncertain issues what 

emerges from that? Use these to create 

new axes. 

? 
? 

? 
? 

? ? 
? 

? 

+ 

+ 

_ 

_ 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 

Scenario 3 Scenario 4 

Certain 

Significant Insignificant 

Uncertain 

    

    

    

    

SOCIAL ECONOMIC 
ENVIRON-

MENTAL 

INSTITU-

TIONAL 

Issue 2 

Issue 3 

Issue 4 

Issue 1 

THE 10 STAGES OF GETTING TO AN ADAPTATION STRATEGY 

Sea Level Rise 

Sustainable Communities 

Economic opportunity 

Flood risks 

Stakeholder engagement  

Renewable energy 
Spatial planning 

The first 5 stages towards creating your adaptation strategy:  

? 
? 

? ? 

? 
? 

? 

? 



STAGE 6 - SCENARIO SELECTION 

 

Choosing the preferred option from the 

four possible future scenarios. 

STAGE 8 - SCENARIO BACKCAST 

 

Identify actions required to get to your pre-

ferred future scenario described by the PES-

TLE analysis and working your way back to 

the present day to ensure you get to the 

preferred future scenario. 

STAGE 9 - SCENARIO ROBUSTNESS 

 

Testing the robustness of your scenario by 

identifying external factors that could influ-

ence the actions and mapping them against the 

degree of control the stakeholders have over 

them and their significance - a method called 

windtunneling. 

STAGE 7 - DETAILED SCENARIO  

 

Using PESTLE analysis to describe your pre-

ferred future scenario in much more detail 

creating your normative scenario. 

STAGE 10 - ACTION REFINEMENT 

 

Organising your actions in thematic groups 

by removing overlaps and adding actions to 

help make your plan more achievable. Inte-

grating relevant considerations into core 

institutional thinking and decision making - 

mainstreaming . 

EXPLORATIVE 

SCENARIO 1 

? 
EXPLORATIVE 

SCENARIO 2 

EXPLORATIVE 

SCENARIO 3 

EXPLORATIVE 

SCENARIO 4 

The present -2011 The future - 20XX 

BACKCASTING  

What actions need to be taken to ensure the  

PESTLE statements are achieved in the future? 

List all the actions against the PESTLE statements 

WINDTUNNELING 

High significance 

In control Out of control  

Insignificant 

Planning for the highly significant & out of con-

trol quadrant by MAINSTREAMING 

A. Refining 

actions  

B. Reviewing 

existing & rele-

vant activities 

Track  

A onto B  

C. Management  

plan identifying 

themes,  actions, 

degree of main-

streaming and 

who will deliver. 

The next 5 stages in creating your adaptation strategy:  

PREFERRED FUTURE SCENARIO  

Produce clear and verifiable statements about the pre-

ferred future status of each of the PESTLE elements:  

=  NORMATIVE SCENARIO 

Social 

Technological 

Political 

Economic 

  

Legal 

Environmental 
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Hester Whyte

13th April 2011

Learning to Adapt to 

Climate Change

Wednesday 13 April 2011
10:00-10:15  Welcome and round table introductions (Ruth Machen/Hester Whyte)

10:15-10:30  Overview of the two workshops in 10 steps — what are we going to do and what are we 

trying to achieve with these two workshops (Hester Whyte)

10:30-11:00   Impacts of Climate Change in the North East of England  - IMCORE & ForeSea

introduction (Maeve Lee)

11:00-11:15  Coffee/tea break

11:15-12:30  Session 1: Issues on the Northumberland Coast in relation to Climate Change - an 

interactive session to get a comprehensive overview of the main issues (Jeremy Hills) 

12:30-13:30 Lunch

13:30-14:45  Session 2: Plotting the identified issues & developing scenarios - What could the 

Northumberland Coast be like in 2030?  Working in two groups a number of possible scenarios will be 

created using the issues identified in session 1 (Jeremy Hills)

14:45-15:00 Coffee/Tea and feedback/questions

15:00  Close

What are we going to do and what are we 

trying to achieve with these two workshops?

Two workshop in 10 stages

What’s in it for you?

What’s in it for us?

Setting the scene

Day 1 – first 5 stages Day 2 – second 5 stages

Wednesday 13 April 2011
10:00-10:15  Welcome and round table introductions (Ruth Machen/Hester Whyte)

10:15-10:30  Overview of the two workshops in 10 steps — what are we going to do and what are we 

trying to achieve with these two workshops (Hester Whyte)

10:30-11:00   Impacts of Climate Change in the North East of England  - IMCORE & ForeSea

introduction (Maeve Lee)

11:00-11:15  Coffee/tea break

11:15-12:30  Session 1: Issues on the Northumberland Coast in relation to Climate Change - an 

interactive session to get a comprehensive overview of the main issues (Jeremy Hills) 

12:30-13:30 Lunch

13:30-14:45  Session 2: Plotting the identified issues & developing scenarios - What could the 

Northumberland Coast be like in 2030?  Working in two groups a number of possible scenarios will be 

created using the issues identified in session 1 (Jeremy Hills)

14:45-15:00 Coffee/Tea and feedback/questions

15:00  Close

The first 5 stages towards creating your adaptation strategy:

STAGE 1- IDENTIFYING ISSUES

What are the issues associated with climate 

change? 

Sea Level Rise

Sustainable Communities

Economic opportunity

Flood risks

Stakeholder engagement 

Renewable energy
Spatial planning

STAGE 2 - STRUCTURING THE ISSUES 

In  which category do the identified issues fit 

best? Or do they fit in more that one category?

SOCIAL ECONOMIC
ENVIRON-
MENTAL

INSTITU-
TIONAL

Issue 2

Issue 3

Issue 4

Issue 1
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Wednesday 13 April 2011
10:00-10:15  Welcome and round table introductions (Ruth Machen/Hester Whyte)

10:15-10:30  Overview of the two workshops in 10 steps — what are we going to do and what are we 

trying to achieve with these two workshops (Hester Whyte)

10:30-11:00   Impacts of Climate Change in the North East of England  - IMCORE & ForeSea

introduction (Maeve Lee)

11:00-11:15  Coffee/tea break

11:15-12:30  Session 1: Issues on the Northumberland Coast in relation to Climate Change - an 

interactive session to get a comprehensive overview of the main issues (Jeremy Hills) 

12:30-13:30 Lunch

13:30-14:45  Session 2: Plotting the identified issues & developing scenarios - What could the 

Northumberland Coast be like in 2030?  Working in two groups a number of possible scenarios will be 

created using the issues identified in session 1 (Jeremy Hills)

14:45-15:00 Coffee/Tea and feedback/questions

15:00  Close

STAGE 3 - PLOTTING THE ISSUES

What is the level of certainty and 

significance of each issue? 

Certain

Significant Insignificant

Uncertain
?

?
? ?

?
?

?

?

STAGE 4 - WHAT TO PLAN FOR

If you have a good idea of what is to going to 

happen you can prepare for this and plan 

accordingly, but how do you prepare for the 

unknown?

?
?

?
?

??
?

?

STAGE 5 - WHAT COULD HAPPEN

Looking at the quadrant with the most 

significant and most uncertain issues what 

emerges from that? Use these to create 

new axes.

+

+

_

_

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Scenario 3 Scenario 4

What are we going to do and what are we 

trying to achieve with these two workshops?

Two workshop  in 10 stages

What’s in it for you?

What’s in it for us?

Setting the scene

What’s in it for you?

What are we going to do and what are we 

trying to achieve with these two workshops?

Two workshop sessions in 10 stages

What’s in it for you?

What’s in it for us?

Setting the scene

What’s in it for us?
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Wednesday 13 April 2011
10:00-10:15  Welcome and round table introductions (Ruth Machen/Hester Whyte)

10:15-10:30  Overview of the two workshops in 10 steps — what are we going to do and what are we 

trying to achieve with these two workshops (Hester Whyte)

10:30-11:00   Impacts of Climate Change in the North East of England  - IMCORE & ForeSea

introduction (Maeve Lee)

11:00-11:15  Coffee/tea break

11:15-12:30  Session 1: Issues on the Northumberland Coast in relation to Climate Change - an 

interactive session to get a comprehensive overview of the main issues (Jeremy Hills) 

12:30-13:30 Lunch

13:30-14:45  Session 2: Plotting the identified issues & developing scenarios - What could the 

Northumberland Coast be like in 2030?  Working in two groups a number of possible scenarios will be 

created using the issues identified in session 1 (Jeremy Hills)

14:45-15:00 Coffee/Tea and feedback/questions

15:00  Close

What are we going to do and what are we 

trying to achieve with these two workshops?

Two workshop sessions in 10 stages

What’s in it for you?

What’s in it for us?

Setting the scene

Wednesday 13 April 2011
10:00-10:15  Welcome and round table introductions (Ruth Machen/Hester Whyte)

10:15-10:30  Overview of the two workshops in 10 steps — what are we going to do and what are we 

trying to achieve with these two workshops (Hester Whyte)

10:30-11:00   Impacts of Climate Change in the North East of England  - IMCORE & ForeSea

introduction (Maeve Lee)

11:00-11:15  Coffee/tea break

11:15-12:30  Session 1: Issues on the Northumberland Coast in relation to Climate Change - an 

interactive session to get a comprehensive overview of the main issues (Jeremy Hills) 

12:30-13:30 Lunch

13:30-14:45  Session 2: Plotting the identified issues & developing scenarios - What could the 

Northumberland Coast be like in 2030?  Working in two groups a number of possible scenarios will be 

created using the issues identified in session 1 (Jeremy Hills)

14:45-15:00 Coffee/Tea and feedback/questions

15:00  Close

Thank you and enjoy the rest of the day
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Impacts of climate change in the 
North East of England

Maeve Lee

13th April 2011

IMCORE…                                               
Innovative management of Europe's Changing Coastal Resource

People Funding

17 Partners Total:  €6 million

9 expert couplets (collectives)       Locally: €750,000

Ireland         England 

France

Wales       Scotland

Belgium

Look at various methods of adaptation to climate change 
on the coast through NW Europe

Complete future scenario workshops

Decisions are to be coordinated across differing levels of 
agencies and governments

Provide a learning resource for others

IMCORE in the 
North East

North East coastal initiative

Wide range of expertise on the steering group

Looking to establish an successful coastal network
in the North East 

Map a range of static SLR scenarios

Document the process of working with local 
communities on the coast

Climate Change in the North East

CLIMATE is an average 
of weather conditions 
over a certain period of 
time (10, 30, 100 years)

The next 30 to 40 years 
has been mapped due 
to past and present 
emissions

Projections…by 2050

Rainfall Annually:  by 10 %

Summer:  by 37%

Winter:     by 21%

Temperature Seasonally:  by 2°C

Hot weather:  by 3°C – More 

events of  > 28 °C

Frost days:  and less snowfall

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.clker.com/cliparts/a/a/6/4/1228428520667582858sivvus_weather_symbols_4.svg.med.png&imgrefurl=http://www.clker.com/clipart-25248.html&usg=__INGesqmEZy4hvDYcu7lRiI7WLMM=&h=256&w=300&sz=23&hl=en&start=15&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=L2fpnVl9K3C19M:&tbnh=99&tbnw=116&prev=/images%3Fq%3Drain%2Bcloud%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4GGLL_en-GBGB363GB363%26tbm%3Disch&ei=DCCkTcbTFYSs8AOi--y4Dw
http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.best-of-web.com/_images/080103-170547.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.best-of-web.com/pages/080103-170547.html&usg=__-HoUmarcV0xuiARUGs82zhh__EY=&h=93&w=100&sz=3&hl=en&start=14&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=ElE78I6b5p1ApM:&tbnh=76&tbnw=82&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dsnow%2Bclouds%2Bclipart%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4GGLL_en-GBGB363GB363%26tbm%3Disch&ei=OiCkTcSEDcSs8gOQ8NG5Dw
http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.clipartguide.com/_small/1386-0902-0318-3204.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.clipartguide.com/_pages/1386-0902-0318-3204.html&usg=__3qdYOE80R88EXf1KNM8dnkozw8M=&h=300&w=290&sz=26&hl=en&start=12&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=TNaN8n-EksItYM:&tbnh=116&tbnw=112&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dsun%2Bclipart%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4GGLL_en-GBGB363GB363%26tbm%3Disch&ei=lyCkTeytCNKy8QPsyey4Dw
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Projections…by 2050

Sea levels  by around 300mm but could be 
higher

Sea Surge  by between 300mm and 350mm

What does this mean for the North 
East?

IMPACTS…

Flood and coastal defence

Ground water flooding

Electricity and gas supply Human health

Buildings and infrastructure Emergency services

Biodiversity changes – natural cycles, growing season

Coastline erosion – change in 

landscape

What does this mean for the North 
East?
OPPORTUNITIES…
Attractive to visitors from warmers 

countries

Inclination to use beaches / walks / 
parks  in our region

Different crops / species

More jobs in infrastructure / building 
maintenance
Job opportunities in other sectors due to 
increase visitors

Adaptation to climate change

Two broad methods -

Adaptive Capacity – how to adapt to various and 
changing situations and to operate flexibly in light of 
uncertainties. 

Physical Adaptation – Changes to buildings, 
infrastructure, land management etc…

Adaptation – To change something to suit a 

new purpose

What is being done in the North East?

Climate NE 
Adaptation plan
Implementation

UKCP09
Baseline data

Range of scenarios
Modelled data

IMCORE –
Awareness raising
Learning resource

Progress 
towards a 
preferred 

future

=

Keep in touch

Maeve Lee
Durham Heritage Coast Partnership

County Hall

Durham

DH1 5UQ

T: 0191 383 5527

E: maeve.lee@durham.gov.uk

www.durhamheritagecoast.orgwww.envision.uk.com

www.IMCORE.eu

http://en.clipart-fr.com/clipart_pictures.php?id=3584
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Session 1 – Issues on the 
Northumberland Coast in relation to 

Climate Change

Jeremy Hills

13th April 2011

Issues start the process off:

Action plan

Backcasting: 

who to do 

what and 

when

Normative

Scenario: 

probable 

desired 

future

Exploratory 

scenario: 

possible 

futures 

Issues

IMCORE sector issues

 Tourism (behaviour & infrastructure)

 Fishing & Aquaculture (stocks & infrastructure)

 Land & property (flooding & defence)

 Industry & transport (operations & flooding)

 Nature conservation (species, habitats, status, loss)

Session 2 – Plotting the identified 
issues and developing scenarios

Jeremy Hills

13th April 2011

 Write issue clearly on post-it note and in top corner 

put in category code:

 Social (SO)

 Economic (EC)

 Environmental (EN)

 Institutional (IN)
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Plot issues on “certainty” and “significance” axes Highly 
Significant

Highly 

insignificant

Uncertain

Certain

x hydrogen

x high mpg

x lean burn X drag coeff.

x parts recycle

x low tyresx electric

x batteries

x EMS

Sustainable future 

cars?

Extract out significant and uncertain issue quadrant and 

define key emergent axes. Draw out new emergent axes and identify the 4 scenarios

Draw out new emergent axes and identify the 4 scenarios
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Welcome or Welcome back!

Hester Whyte / Jeremy Hills

15th April 2011

3 main sections:

 How today is structured

 What did we do on Wednesday

 What we need to do today

Friday 15 April 2011
09:30-10:30  Welcome back: Summary of  Wednesday’s outcomes and introduction to Sessions 3 & 4: 

Choosing the preferred scenario & Designing an Adaptation Strategy (Jeremy Hills/Hester Whyte)

10:30-11:00  Session 3: Choosing the preferred future scenario — in plenary agreeing on one 

scenario for the Northumberland coast. (Jeremy Hills)

11:00-11:15  Coffee/tea break

11:15 - 12:45 Session 4: Adaptation Strategies — In order to get to the preferred future scenario as 

identified in session 3 — How do we get there? What do we need to do now? An approach to identify 

the key stages and actions required to lead us to an adaptation strategy - an action plan for the 

Northumberland Coast (Jeremy Hills)

12:45-13:00  Conclusions and feedback/questions

13:00  Close

How today is structured
Wednesday 13 April 2011
10:00-10:15  Welcome and round table introductions (Ruth Machen/Hester Whyte)

10:15-10:30  Overview of the two workshops in 10 steps — what are we going to do and what are we 

trying to achieve with these two workshops (Hester Whyte)

10:30-11:00   Impacts of Climate Change in the North East of England  - IMCORE & ForeSea

introduction (Maeve Lee)

11:00-11:15  Coffee/tea break

11:15-12:30  Session 1: Issues on the Northumberland Coast in relation to Climate Change - an 

interactive session to get a comprehensive overview of the main issues (Jeremy Hills) 

12:30-13:30 Lunch

13:30-14:45  Session 2: Plotting the identified issues & developing scenarios - What could the 

Northumberland Coast be like in 2030?  Working in two groups a number of possible scenarios will be 

created using the issues identified in session 1 (Jeremy Hills)

14:45-15:00 Coffee/Tea and feedback/questions

15:00  Close

Day 1 – first 5 stages

Friday 15 April 2011
09:30-10:30  Welcome back: Summary of  Wednesday’s outcomes and introduction to Sessions 3 & 4: 

Choosing the preferred scenario & Designing an Adaptation Strategy (Jeremy Hills/Hester Whyte)

10:30-11:00  Session 3: Choosing the preferred future scenario — in plenary agreeing on one 

scenario for the Northumberland coast. (Jeremy Hills)

11:00-11:15  Coffee/tea break

11:15 - 12:45 Session 4: Adaptation Strategies — In order to get to the preferred future scenario as 

identified in session 3 — How do we get there? What do we need to do now? An approach to identify 

the key stages and actions required to lead us to an adaptation strategy - an action plan for the 

Northumberland Coast (Jeremy Hills)

12:45-13:00  Conclusions and feedback/questions

13:00  Close
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Day 2 – second 5 stages

Day 1 – first 5 stages Day 2 – second 5 stages

What we did Wednesday

• Learn a bit about the predicted change in 
climate and its impact in Northumberland

• Went through the first 5 of the 10 stages to 
develop an adaptation strategy.

 Write issue clearly on post-it note and in top corner 

put in category code:

 Social (SO)

 Economic (EC)

 Environmental (EN)

 Institutional (IN)
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Plot issues on ―certainty‖ and ―significance‖ axes

Highly 
Significant

Highly 

insignificant

Uncertain

Certain

x hydrogen

x high mpg

x lean burn X drag coeff.

x parts recycle

x low tyresx electric

x batteries

x EMS

Sustainable future 

cars?

High significance & high certainty High significance & high uncertainty
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Extract out significant and uncertain issue quadrant and 

define key emergent axes.

Social capital describes the pattern 
and intensity of networks among 

people and the shared values which 
arise from those networks. 

Definitions of social capital vary, but 
the main aspects include citizenship, 

'neighbourliness', social networks 
and civic participation. 

The definition used by ONS, taken 
from the Office for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD), 
is "networks together with shared 
norms, values and understandings 

that facilitate co-operation within or 
among groups"

Draw out new emergent axes and identify the 4 scenarios

Draw out new emergent axes and identify the 4 scenarios

The 4 

exploratory 

scenarios.....

or possible 

futures.

Day 1 – first 5 stages Day 2 – second 5 stages
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Session 3 – Choosing the preferred 
scenario

15th April 2011

Session 4 – Adaptation strategies –
in order to get to the preferred 

future.

15th April 2011

PESTLE analysis
• Political

• Economic

• Social

• Technological

• Legal

• Environmental

PESTLE analysis

1. Use “preferred” exploratory scenario to identify 

PESTLE elements.

2. Write statements on “desired” future in 2030.

3. Pitch at appropriate strategic level. 

4. Don’t get too caught up with inter-dependancies.

5. Track back to “issues” to ensure coverage

PES.... example
Political

• Politicians aware of coastal issues and problems.

• Ensure participation of NGO’s and community organizations in development of political initiatives 

(10). 

• Regional policy developments closely linked to evidence-base and mainstream strategies.

Economic

• Coherent working between regional organisations leading to integrated and consistent regional 

approach.

• Optimal economic development of coastal opportunities.

• Resourcing adequate to avoid short-term reactive planning.

Social

• Community Based Organisations (CBO’s) are active in coastal decision making.

• Local community and CBO representatives formally involved in regional management architecture.

• Support for entrepreneurship of coastal businesses that assist with sustainable development.
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.... TLE example
Technology

Data collection and monitoring strategies coherent across the region - minimal gaps and 

minimal overlap.

Integrated regional data storage and management with public access facility.

Appropriate technology in place to maintain high environmental quality, especially in terms 

of pollution.

Legal

Clear leadership from EU and national policies.

Integrated regional subsidiarity and implementation of national / international laws and 

policies.

Awareness of relevant laws and policies within community and NGO sectors. 

Environmental

Evidence base used to provide long-term view of environmental change.

Communities aware of coastal change and potential impacts .

Active local participation in adaptation response such as habitat creation. 

For the each PESTLE element or  small group of  

elements, determine an actions, or actions, that would be 

needed to deliver that future.

Through the Implementation Committee supported by experts, develop 

awareness of erosion control, good beach management and sustainable beach 

development and construction through local seminars and community events. 

With endorsement from the Min. of Education, develop expert-led erosion 

and beach management curriculum and products for schools and implement 

island-wide.

Develop a participatory zoning plan which will help mitigate erosion effects 

and lead to sustainable resource use within the coastal area.

Identify actual and possible conflicts in the coastal area and with the 

agreement of the Implementation Committee and village-heads form an 

independent organ which can judge on conflict situations and donor areas 

for locally-used building sand.

Feedback relevant information to further refine the participatory zoning plan 

and local beach enhancement initiatives.

Assess the options for alternative local livelihoods including agriculture, 

poultry and aquaculture in the area and local markets such as hotels: with 

agreement from the “Eco-friendly” and Implementation Committees initiate 

resourcing of selected options.

Factors “in control” Factors “out of control”
Hoteliers
Developers
Suppliers
Lack of experts
Bureaucracy
Lack of political will
Law enforcement
Gender imbalance
Natural priorities in planning.

Economic recession
Funding
Climate change
Political instability
Donor pressure
Poor economy
Natural disasters
Lack of alternative livelihoods

 Windtuneling

In control Out of control

High significance

Insignificant

*Hoteliers

*Developers

*Suppliers

*Lack of experts

*Bureaucracy

*Lack of 
political will

*Law 
enforcement

*Gender 
imbalance

*Planning 
priorities

*Economic 
recession

*Funding

*Climate 
change

*Political 
instability

*Donor 
pressure

*Poor economy

*Natural 
disasters

*Lack of 
alternative 
livelihoods

 Refine actions  - overlaps, repetitions etc

 Review existing initiatives (mainstreaming)

 Mainstreaming possibilities, priorities, responsibilities.


